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GLOSSARY

OF THE

MOHEGAN-PEQUOT

LANGUAGE

BY J. DYNELEY PRINCE ANDFRANK G. SPECK
There is always something strangely pathetic about a dying
language, especially when, like the Mohegan-Pequot idiom, the
dialect exists in the memory of but a single living person. Mr Speck
has obtained two connected texts and most of the following words
and forms from Mrs Fidelia A. H. Fielding, an aged Indian woman
resident at Mohegan, near Norwich, Conn., who has kept up her
scanty knowledge of her early speech chiefly by talking to herself.
The text of a sermon in Mrs Fielding's dialect has already been
published by us with full philological commentary in the American
Anthropologist (vol. 5, pp. 193-212). Another shorter text with a
similar commentary will soon be published separately by Mr Speck
alone.
The following word-list of 446 words and forms were all collected by Mr Speck during the last year at Mohegan, Conn., chiefly
from Mrs Fielding, and submitted to Professor Prince in Mrs Fielding's spelling. In arranging these words into a glossary, all the
work of which was done by Professor Prince, it has been thought
best for sentimental reasons to adhere to Mrs Fielding's orthography, imperfect as it is. Her system is undoubtedly that of the
few white men and educated Indians who tried to write the Pequot
language while it was still a living idiom. The proper pronunciation of each Pequot word as uttered by Mrs Fielding is given in
parentheses, in accordance with the following method: Of the
vowels, a = a in "father"; d = aw in "awful" ; = ayin "may";
in "met";
in "machine"; I=i in "pin"; 5=o in
-=i
-=e
"note
";
"not";
=--u in "rule"; a=--u in "but"; U
c-=oin The
= oo in "foot."
apostrophe (') = a short indeterminate 2z-vowel.
The consonants have the English values, except that g is always
hard as in " go "; final -kw = kwzn,with a very short final vowel;
= sh. The combination tsy is to
a= nasal n as in French final n ; I
18
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be pronounced with a slight palatalization after the sibilant. The
inverted comma (') indicates a light rough breathing similar to the
Arabic medial He.
Throughout the glossary an attempt has been made to give, so
far as possible, the cognates of each Pequot word. Here it should
be noted that in Abenaki 0 = on with nasal n, as in French mon, and
= German o. In Delaware the German system of phonetics followed
by Brinton in his Lendpe Dictionary has been observed. The
Natick and Narragansett words are given according to the English
system followed by Eliot and Roger Williams,' while the Ojibwe
words are to be pronounced with the Italian vowels as given in
Baraga's Otchipwe Dictionary.
Although Mrs Fielding's dialect of Pequot is in the last stages
of decay, as has already been pointed out,2 it still retains enough of
the original phonetics and grammatical phenomena to enable us to
judge very satisfactorily regarding the primitive character of the
language.
In the Pequot phonetics we note that the Peq. b generally = N.
and
that the Peq. has an indeterminate consonant -b between b
p,
and w.3 This is probably the sound which Eliot indicated by f.
Furthermore Peq.
N. t, Peq. g = N. k, and Peq. z = N. s, thus
d-=
the
marked
tendency of the Pequot to medialization. Pershowing
the
most
striking characteristic of Mrs Fielding's Pequot is the
haps
extraordinary elision of the original I = r = n. Thus, we find moish
hen = N. monish; ikekuzoo ' he works' shows the same stem as the
Abn. aloka; weyungoo = Abn. ulOgua yesterday = N. wunnunkw;
1 The Natick u represented in Eliot's writings by the horizontal figure 8 ( oo) I have
indicated simply by u.
2American Anthropologist, 1903, vol. 5, p. 2o0.
3The following abbreviations are used: Abn.- Abenaki; C. = Josiah Cotton,
Vocabulary of the Massachusetts (or Natick) Indian Language, Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.,
ser. 3, II, 183o ; D. = Delaware ; LD. = Len(dpeDictionary, by D. G. Brinton ; N. =
Natick or Massachusetts; ND. = Natick Dictionary, by James Hammond Trumbull,
1903; Oj. -= Ojibwe; RW. - Roger Williams, Key into the Language of America;
Stiles = Ezra Stiles, A Vocabularyof the Pequot Language obtained by President Stiles
in 1792 (copy in the library of the Bureau of American Ethnology). The signification
of the other abbreviationsused is obvious. The Abenaki and Passamaquoddymaterial
used in this article comes from Professor Prince's collections. The Natick words are
from Trumbull's ND., the Narragansett from RW., the Delaware from Brinton's LD.,
and the Ojibwe from Baraga's Otchi&pwe
Dictionary.
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zoogeryon rain = Abn. soglon = N. sokenum, etc. This inability on
the part of the Pequots to pronounce an 1-r sound is even seen in
their English loanwords. Thus, beyoti plate; beyungut blanket;
beyoumbroom. There is no r-sound in Peq., in spite of Mrs Fielding's repeated use of this consonant in her text as a mere stop consonant (see Am. Anthrop. v, 199). A most curious point in this
dialect is the dual pronunciation of some words with eitherj or hard
g. Thus, chawgwan or goggwan what; googernos or goojernos.
This perhaps points to a blending in Mrs Fielding's idiom of two
distinct Algonquian linguistic variations, i. e., one which used the
j-sound as in Abenaki and Ojibwe, and one which regularly used
the hard g as in Peq. woggey for, in order that, = Abn. waji.
This theory that two Algonquian dialects existed in the Mohegan
community seems to be further confirmed by the fact that Mr
Speck has obtained two slightly varying systems of numerals, the
one from Mrs Fielding and the other from an old Mohegan Indian,
James H. Rogers. The following comparison of these two systems
with the Natick and Narragansett numerals will serve to illustrate
this point:
MRS FIELDING.

one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten

ROGERS.

NARRAGANSETT.

nik't
neqit
nis
n&s
ch'wt
ch'wi
id.w
idw
n!padu
n!i•
ni'kz~dzs
k'dzsk
ni'
z1sh
nizi'sh
hl0ns
ch'
ch'wid'sk
bOzz2kfz'kwbngbczakk'gbgn
bd'"Ig
bd'ibg

nquit
neesse
nish
yoh
nepanna
qutta
enada
shwosuck
paskugit
pluck

NATICK.

nequt
neese
nish
yaw
natanna
nequttatash
nesausuk
shawosuk
paskoogun
tuik

It should be noted in this connection that the Peq. s tends to
become I in juxtaposition with another consonant. Thus, squaaw
= Skwz woman, and skeesucks = Jkizaks eyes. Two noteworthy
cases of metathesis are seen in Peq. geyommon spoon = Abn.
amkubn, and Peq. skeesku quick = Oj. kejidin.
The original grammatical phenomena are poorly preserved in
Mrs Fielding's idiom. Thus we find the inan. indef. form neweek-
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tumun explained by her as meaning ' I love him.' This can only
mean ' I love it.' In another instance (see WEESHAWGUNSH)she
uses the inan. pl. ending -sh where the an. pl. -ug should have been
employed. Furthermore, her moods have nearly all disappeared
(Cf. yunjunum 'that he open,' not a subjunctive at all), but note
wombunseyon 'if I live in the morning,' a genuine conditional.
Other correct forms, however, have been rescued from the wreck.
Thus, newotinemong he helps me (Am. Anth., v, 204); newotinemowo I help him, etc. In quonwehige ' it scares me,' the n of the
Ist p. has been lost, i. e., nequonwezige is the correct form. The
preservation of the phonetic infix -t- is also noticeable, as in gertub,
q. v., and the imperative suffix -ush is still extant. See s. v.
BEUSH.

In vocabulary the Pequot is very close to the Natick and Narragansett, as will be seen from the glossary. It is probable that
Naticks, Narragansetts, and Pequots were mutually intelligible without much difficulty. On the other hand, a few Pequot words are
traceable only to the Abenaki, and occasionally only an Ojibwe
cognate is possible. A very few words are given in the glossary
as being without discernible cognates.
Words indicated as Brothertown words were collected by Mr
Speck from an old Indian at Mohegan who had lived for some time
at Brothertown, near Green Bay, Wisconsin, whither a number of
New England Indians, notably Tunxis, Wampanoags, Mohegans,
and a few Long Island Montauks emigrated about fifty years ago.
As will appear below, these words are merely corruptions of Ojibwe
forms.
Our Mohegan-Pequot list should prove a useful supplement to
the late James Hammond Trumbull's Natick Dictionary, to which
constant reference has herein been made. In spite of the doubtful character of much of Trumbull's work, his dictionary is valuable as a list. Mr Speck has rescued from oblivion the remains of
what was once the speech of a powerful New England nation, a
speech which according to all previous accounts had perished at
least sixty years ago! Mrs Fielding is indeed the Dorothy Pentreath of the Mohegan-Pequots, and is quite as deserving of an
enduring monument as was the last old woman who spoke Cornish.
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MOHEGAN-PEQUOT
here.
AHUPANUN
Brothertown
word. No cognate.
come
is
There
no
native
APPECE
equivalent for ' apple' in
apple (ati's).
Abn. (aples) or D. (apel). The word is not given in ND.
AQUEhello (ikwi') = Abn. kuai.
A hybrid, the last
BAGENOOD
of which is cogn.
bag
(ba'gnnid). cf. N. nutin lift part RW.
RW.
to
with
nutassenhemp-bags;
niutash to
up;
take on the back. Same stem as in manodahbag, q. v.
BAHDUNTAH
rising, said of the sun geezushg,q. v. (ba'dznta). Cogn.
a stake, pole, from nepadtaustand.
with N. nepattuhquonk
BAHKEDER
maybe, perhaps(badkid'). This is past. The fut. is bakiN.
paguodche(fut.). Element Pa = bah P The separateform
mt's. Cf.
is bahke.
it is come (ba'chd) =pa + cha, pa being the indefinite parBATSHA
it
is
ticle '
continuing.' Cf. N. pakodjiteauit is finished (ND. 259).
BEEBEE
evil spirit (bibi) ?
BEEDbed (bid). Eng. loanword.
bedstead (bidunk) = beed+ the loc. ending.
BEEDDUNK
BEESHpeas (bis). Eng. loanword; cf. Abn. piz.
BEETKUZ
lady's dress (bi'tko'z) Abn. fitkozon coat.
BEITARFriday (bid'itd). Here we certainly expect the b which is
not present.
BEKEDUM
give up (biki'daim). Cogn. with Abn. nd-abagidamI void
excrement, renounce; D. pakitatamadwan to forgive someone, LD. Io6
(see Am. Anth. v, 207).
BEKSEES
pig (bi'ksis). Eng. loanwordwith dim. -sis; cf. Abn. piks,
showing the s of the Eng. plural.
BEMUNT
thread (bi'mzant)= N. pemunneohtcord, string.
BEOWHY
flour (bid'z~wi)
BERCUD
smoke (bdki'd) = N. pukut; RW. puck; Abn. pekedasmoke.
BIUSH come, with imv. -sh (bi'zJ) from V/bicome = N. peydu, Abn.
taio (see Am. Anth. v, 205). In Pequot we find also mas ne-biyoI shall
come. See Mus and BEYOR.
he is coming (bige). See BEUSH.
BEYOR
meat (biyd'Samid). A hybrid, from biyd'S,a variant
BEYOSHERMEED
of weous meat, q. v. + Eng. meat. Note here the medial b.
BEYOTI
plate (biyo"'
't). Eng. loanword. Note the change of 1 to y.
broom
BEYOUM
(biyi2'm). Eng. loanwordwith softened r.
blanket (blyf'ngot). Eng. loanword. Cf. the Narr.pindBEYUNGUT
quet, also a loanword.
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Stiles fiugg; N. piuk, fiog; Long Islandpayac,
BIOGten (bdt'i g).
taunk.
This is a genuine New England numeral. Abn. has mdala and
Pass. mtuln ten.
BODDERNASHAH
flying (adj. (bMdina'ja). Cogn. with N. ptaeu it

flies and with du in Abn. pami-duo he flies.
BOIGEporridge (baM)= N. sebaheg, pottage. See WEOUSIBOIGE.
= wom with b ; k2gi
all the world
BOMKUGEDOH
Bomrn

must be a reduplication of ki earth.
See Am. Anth., v, 206, I .
(.b'mkgi'dd).
dirt
BOOKQUE
blowing (bi~'k-kwi'). Lit. 'it blows'; N. putau he
ND.
blows,
227.
BOOKSHA
break, lit. he b. (bz2'k•'d). Abn. poskwendmuk one b.; RW.
I
this with Abn. pask-ha shoot.
connect
pokesha.

BoPoosEcat (bpi2s). No cognate.
little quail (btpz2"kwati's).
BOPUQUATEES

Stilespapoquateece partN.
RW.
paupook.
ridge ;
pahkahkshaas, pohpohkussu ;
BORWESA
pretty well (bd'wi'sd') with a variant form a'wi'si'. This
must be a derivative from the N. stem eawe little, seen also in Abn.

fiasessit he is little.
BORZUGWON
one thing, from borzug one (bd'zz2gw 'n)= N. pasuk,
psauka ; Abn. azegwon.
BOSHKEAG
gun (bod'ki'g) = RW. peskunch; Abn. paskhigan; Cree
paskesiggun. See BUSHKWA.

Bosu good-day (bd'f~sz').
Brothertownword.

Plainly a deriv. from Fr. bonjour.

BOYZUGone (bizz2'g); see above borzugwon. Cogn. with Abn.
pazegwon; Old Alg. pezekw; RW. pawsuok; Oj. paizhik; Cree peyak.

Mrs F. wrote the form boyyugin the sermon, perhaps by accident, but it
may be an old form seen in Cree peyak ?
nine (bdzzikz2'kw0ng)also bozzuke'gon;cf. N. pakugun.
BOZUKUKWONG
BUMBIGEa splint which binds a basket (brmbd'ig) ?
BUMSHORK
they walk (bzim3d'k) = pomushauk; Abn. nb'mosa I walk,

etc.
lame (bi'ngasz2'). This may be cogn. with N. and RW.
BUNGASOO
he
is lame; cf. Abn. ngwetsidaiwi lamely.
qunnukwesu
BUNNEDWONG
knife (buini'dwong) = RW. punnitunck; Stiles punneedunk.
BUNNEEDbonnet (b?'ni'd).
Eng. loanword.
NE BUSHKOZETEORSUN
I fall down (ni bzkdfiziltd'sfn).
Also Niantic
acc. to Mrs F. Cf. N. penushau, petshaog they fall.
BUSHKWAhe shoots (bbik'wd) = Abn. paskhomuk to shoot. See
BOSHKEAG.
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BUSHKWAnoon (bu'lkwd') = N. puhshequeaen; RW. .aushaquaw;
Abn. paskua.
B'WACHUsmall (bawda"chz) = N. techean he makes small; Abn.
pit2sessit he is small.
BWEZEpot, chamberpot (biwi'z) = N. wiskq a vessel, dish.
BYOWHY
good-bye (bd'?Owd'i) ; plainly an Eng. loanword from 'bye-

bye.'
CANAKISHEUNwhere are you going ?

Brothertown
(Kandki'shrin.)
From Oj. aka where, 'fa go.
private parts (kdmn'ki) must be from the same stem as N.
?CANUKEY
he mixes; cf. N. kenugke among.
kinukkinum
CHAWGWAN what, something (cha'gwan).
Cogn. with Abn. kagui;
is
Pass. kekw; N. chagwas. Chawgwan
pronounced also gd'gwazn with
For its use, cf. chawgwan ne what is
hard g. See Am. Anth., V, 205.
that; womme chawgwansh all things.
CHAWHOGwhere (chdhhg). I can find no cognate for this. N.
uttiyeu ; Abn. tondaka where. In Pequot chawhog gertish = where are
you going? See s. v. GERTISH. Chawhog gerwoochi= whence come
you ? Chawhog is often suffixed, as gtawwi thbd jbhk'g where shall he
word.

stay ?

CHAWSUNhard (chd'sifn). No cognate.
CHEEGUTweak-fish, Labrus Squeteage (chi'g~t) = N. checout, chequit,
from chohki spotted ? (ND. 21).
CHEEHS cheese (jis) with obscured s. Eng. loanword. Cf. Abn.
chiz.
CHEEMEalways (chi'mi), abbrev. for wucheme, q. v.
Cf. Abn.
N.
micheme.
majimiwi;
CHEEPHUGGEY
dreadful, terrible (chtpi'gg&) = D. tschi~inaquot he
is terrible. Same stem as in tschi.ey spirit (see JEEBI,and Prince in
Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., XLI, 29).
CHEEWEEnearly, in chewee bushkwa nearly noon (chi'-wi'). Perhaps
cogn. with Abn. paso-liwi almost.
No cognate.
CHEEWHYnew (chi'whdi).
CHEWEEthree (chkwi) = N. nishwe; RW. pl. inan. shwinashk; Stiles
shweh.
Stiles shwausk ; RW. shwosuck;
CHEWEE-OSK eight (chiwi'-c'sk).
N. shwosuk ; Abn. nsdzek.
CHOY nose (chbi) = Stiles wuchaun; N. mutchan; Abn. mej/l.
I think this must be the word for
CHUGGUNCE hay (chzi'gins).
See KERCHUSH.
an
loanword.
and
Eng.
'chicken'
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CHUNCHEmust (chzi'nchi) = Abn. achowi. This is not in N., where
mos = must (see Mus).
see KUNCHERCHEE.
CHUNCHERCHEE,
NE CHUNTUM
I want (ne-chzintim) = N. ahchewontam he desires it.
NE CHUYER
I need (ne-ch~'yi~); chuzwdkthey need. See Am. Anth.,
v, 203, and cf. CHUNTUM.
CIDI cider (st'idd'i).
Eng. loanword; cf. Abn. saidal. Note loss of
r in Pequot, represented by I in Abn.
COCHISE
Old man (kchdz'is) = N. kehchis, pl. -og; Abn. kchayi from
V'chi = big, great. Cf. s. v. GUNCHE.
COOKSKIsleep, 3 p. (kz~'kski). This is a Brothertown word and must

be cogn. with N. kussukkoueuhe sleeps like a stone.
An abbreviated form of muckachucks, q. v.
CORJUXboy (kij~i'x).
CowIsH go to sleep (kdwil) = N. koueu; yo cowish sleep here.
Cf. D. gauwin; Abn. kawi he sleeps. In cowish the -1 is the sign of

the imv.
CUCHATUNG
CIDI will you have some cider (kzctdzang sid-di) = Abn.
have.
k'wajonem you

six (kZddZsk)= Stiles necquddosk;N. nequttatash.
he is sleepy (k2'dzikz~m)= N. kod/ukquomunat (partc.);
CUDERCUM
CUDDUSK

D. ngatungwan= I sleep. The first part of this word contains the Abn.
kadawi- wish, desire.
CUDGIit is ready, finished (kz'ji).
This is really a sign of the passive; cf. cudgi wigdt/

it is already done.

I believe cudgi = Abn. kizi

sign of the past tense. In N. quoshap.u means he is ready; quite a different stem.

Cf. cudgi du.kwoh it is already night; cudgi nunchedah it

is already sought after, etc. See NUNCHEDUSH.
See JEEBI.
DEBE, pl. -ug = evil spirit (dibi).
DEBECORNUG
hell (dibikdnd'g). See JEEBICORNUG.
drunk (dikwd'daing). The word occursalso in the form
DIKWADUNG
dikwdzgytd'n. A difficultword, perhaps cogn. with Abn. w/jes-mowinno
a drunkard? Cf. Oj. menikweshkidtoper. See s. v. GERKEEWOH.

Do and. See DOCKER.
can (dd'bi) = Abn. tabi enough; D. tepi. In N. we find t/di
DOBBY
it is sufficient and tapenum he is able. In Pequot, dobbyprecedes the
verb-form, i. e. dobbyge kedersu can you read ?
DOCKERand (dYke) = Abn. ta + ka = N. kah and. See Do.
DODDI where (rel. dddd'~) = dd + ddl = Abn. tall. .D = Abn.
to-ni where, when. For di, cf. NEDI, YEOWDI. The elements of the

Abn. toni appear in N. uttiyeuwhere; Narr. tonati.
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DOOSETAR
Tuesday (D4'sdta).
DORBEtable (dd'bi).
Eng. loanword.
DORKESturkeys (ddikis).
Loanword,also in D. tschikenum turkey,
Abn. nahama ; N. neyhom = turkey.
from Eng. ' chicken.'
DORNUPSturnips (ddnzf'js). Eng. loanword.
DOZORTAR
Thursday (DdFzdta).
DUCKSORSrabbit (dz'ksds) = Stiles tupsaas; a pure Pequot word.
Cf. RW. wautuckques and N. mohtukquasog, pl. rabbits, from a different

stem.

DUCKSUNNE he falls down (di2'kszni'), perhaps cogn. with N. nu'kshean it falls down. Cf. Abn. pagessin it falls, said of a thunderbolt.

mortar (dzkwd'ng) = N. togguhwonk; RW. tdcunuk;
DUCKWONG
Abn. tagwadgan; D. tachquahoakan, all from the stem seen in N. togkau
he pounds. See TEECOMMEWAAS.
DUNKER TEI what ails you? (dzin ktidl'i).
Dz2n = Abn. toni what;
ke is the 2d pers.; t is the infix before a stem beginning with a vowel, and
izi is the verb ' to be.' Cf. Abn. t/ni k-ddyinI 'how are you,' or ' where

are you ? '
DUPKWOH
night, dark (dz'pkwz?) = Abn. tebokw. Loc. of dzipkw;2is
dapkwzg.
EEN, pl. eenug man (in, i'nzg) = N. ninnu, seen also in Abn. -winno,
only in endings. Cf. Ojibwe inini. Trumbull says, in ND. 292, that N.

ninnu emphasizesthe 3d pers., and throughit the ist pers. Thus, nok,
neen, n'un ' he is such as this one' or ' as I am.' Ninnu was used only
when speaking of men of the Indian race. Missinawog meant men of
other races. See SKEEDUMBORK.
Ewo, EWASHhe says, say it; imv. (i'wI, i'wda).

This contains the

same stem as Abn. i-dam he says it. Cf. also RW. teagua nteawemwhat
shall I say? In Peq. n--iwo = I say, without the infixed -t.
GAWGWAN. See CHAWGWAN.
GE, GER you (ge). This is a common Algonquianheritage. Cf. N.
and RW. keen; D. ki; Oj. kin; Abn. kia; Pass. kil; Micmac keen; etc.
GEESHQUDDU he is angry (gi',kwmzdz;) is apparentlynot equivalent
to N. musquantum (acc. to Trumbull from musqui red and -antum a
state of mind ?). Also Abn. muskwaldam.
wash thyself (gi'ltztzi) = N. kutchissetaush wash thyGEESHTUTUSH
self; Abn. kaziljdmuk.
See GEESUKOD.
GEESKday in yougeesk, q. v. (gisk).
GEESUKODday (gi'z'k~d) = C. kesukod, RW. keesakat, N. kesuk,
Abn. kisgad, D. gischquik.
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= RW. netasi-og, N. netassu, pl. -og.

In

Pequot geetus is the singular.
sun (gi'zz~'Jg)= RW. kesuckquand the sun as a god; Abn.
GEEZUSHG
kizos, D. gischuch. Stiles gives meeun as the sun.
GEI chair (gic'i). I believe this is a corruptionof Eng. chair.
GERKEWOHdrunk (g?ki'w~) = D. kee cak•zwusthou art drunk, from

Salem Town Records, Lib. B (Trenton, N. J.).

The N. cognate is

kogkeissipj.amwaen he is drunk; kakewaz?, he is mad, crazy, ND. 30.
GERMOODUhe steals (g'mz2'dz~)= Narr. kamootahick thieves; N.
kummuto; Abn. kamodnamuk one steals. See Am. Anth., v, 205GERSUBERTOHit is hot (g's2'bitW) = RW. kushpita ; Oj. nkt'ob I am
hot in a house; N. kussitau it is hot. See GERSUDAH.
GERSUDAHit is hot, said of the weather (g'sz2'd).
See GERSUBERTOH.
GERSUG mud (g'sz'g) also gersuggayoh it is muddy (g's4~ggdyb). This
must be cogn. with N. fissag mire, mud, with g for p.
For awi, cf. N.
GERTAKWISH going to (g' tdwt'J) ; g + t + awi + 1.
aui he goes, ND. 267. I believe this is cogn. with Abn. kadawi, the
sign of the future, where the k- is part of the root and not the second

person. The k in gertakwish is nothing but the common Algonquian
rough breathing.

See GETAHWE.

GERTINEMONG he

Cf. niwoti'nembng he
The stem is wotine q. v. and cf. RW.

helps you (g'ti'nembng).

helps me, Am. Anth., v,

204.

kuttannumoushe helps thee. In Abn. there is an inherent k, as in
kdemoigalmi help me, where k is not the 2d pers. The N. stem is
annumaohhe helps him, which is probablya cognate.
GERTUB you stay (g'tzb).
Here k is the 2d pers.; t is the infix before the vowel, and zibis the stem. Cf. Abn. wd-abin he stays, sits; N.
nuttapqfinI sit; weetatpu he sits with him, etc.

he is going to stay, for wutubo= 3d pers.

In Peq. gitdd'w tz~b --

GERTUHMAH he sings (g't2'md),
pl. gertuhmak they sing = N.
ketuhom he sings. This ketu-gertuh = Abn. kadawi seen in kadawintidit
they who sing. The original stem is evidently seen in N. unnuham he
sings. Abn. kadawintodit really means "those who wish (kadawi) to

sing."
GERTUMKISH get up
(g't•'mkish) ! The root is really umki; cf.
Abn. Omiki, arise, seen in wd-bmikin; N. omohkuhe gets up. In Pequot

also ngetz'mki I arise.
NE-GETAHWE I am going (ne-gftd'wt).

See GERTAKWISH. This is
used exactly like the Abn. kadawi; cf. ne g'tdwi giltztz? I am going to
wash.

Gdtaw
- he shall stay.
t tzWb0'
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GEYOMMON
spoon (glyY'mn ) = Abn. amkudn ; C. kunnaum, quonnam.
he talks (giglt•'k~) = N. kekwtau he talks, keketwkau
GIGETOOKER
he speaks well or is fair spoken.
GIGETOOKERWONG
language (gigdtu"'kiwng) with the regular abstr.
=
Abn.
ending -wang
tgan, Pass. -dgun. Cf. N. Indianne unnontwuwaonk, hettuwonk language, from hettuog they talk together.
GOGGEYdepart, get out (g-gi) = Abn. kwajek outside; cf. Am.
N. pohguaddit outside ; RW. puckquatchick.
Anth., v, 204.
what (ga'gwbn) = chawgwan, q. v. Note hard g forj, a
GOGGWON
frequent occurrence in Pequot-Mohegan.
GOONEfallen snow (g2n) = N. kun; D. g in; but Abn. psdn. See

SOOJPOH.

I am thirsty (nW-g2'ng•ft/n). Cf. N. nukkokutun I
NE-GOONGERTOON
thirst.
GOONGEYOX
cock, rooster (gz2'nglybks). I seem to see a cogn. for
this strange word in Stiles kohunk a goose ? The N. word for ' cock' is
monshndmpash. Abn. = ahamo.
GOONGoo,pl. goongerwonch stocking (gzng-, -wanch). Stiles cungowuntcha stocking, but this form is plural. RW. caukoanashleggings,
inan. pl. ; D. gagun.
GOOPKWOD
a cloudy day (gz'/pkwbd). The last element is -kwod day,
seen in all the Algonquian idioms. I find no cognate for gi0-.
GORDUNCHtake off, imv. (gd'd~'nsh), cogn. with N. kodtinum he
draws off.
GOSHCOw, pl. goshenug (gdsh, -enug). Eng. loanword. Cf. Abn.
kaoz.
I sleep (niga'wi) = Abn. kawi; D. gauzwin; N. koueu.
NE-GOWWE
See CowIsH.
The k-sound pronounced but not written
GUNCHEbig (g~nk'chi).
by Mrs Fielding is interesting, as it shows that this is a reduplication from

k'chi big, great (all Algonquian). With gunche, cf. Abn. kwontsiand N.
kehshe, in compounds keht, as in Kehtannit the great God.
GUNDERMON
Eng. loanword, valuable only
gentleman (gu'ndimbn).

as showing the Pequot hardg forj.
GUNGyoung.

See GUNGGUMB.

GUNGGUMByoung man (gQng-g~'mb)

is plainly a corruptionof a form

like N. nunkomp youth, from nunk- light + omp = man; seen in RW.
skeetomp; Pass. skitap man. See GUNG-SHQUAWS.
GUNG-SHQUAWS
young girl; corr. of N. nunksqua; Abn. ndxkwa.
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GUNGWEEKSUMA
somebody whistling (gz~n-gwiksiuma). This prefix
may be an abbreviation for chawgwon ? See GWEKSU.
GUNIUSHlong, inan. pl. (gpnd'iz~) = N. qunni, Abn. kweni.
GUSHKERCHUNG
spirits' light from punkwood (gz1kechzing). No

cognate.
GWARTquart (gwdrt).
Eng. loanword.
GWEKSUhe whistles (gwi'ksif) = Abn. kikwso he whistles and kikwsowdgan whistling. See GUNGWEEKSUMA.
GWUNSNOGpestle (gwunsndg) = N. quinahsin, lit. 'a long stone,'
from qunni + assun. See SUN.
HOXENUGoxen (hk'xinig).
Eng. loanword. Cf. Abn. aksen an ox.
HUNGGACHY
handkerchief (ha'ngichad'i). Eng. loanword. Cf. Abn.
moswa, from Fr. mouchoir.
HUZZEEShorse (h~zi's).
Eng. loanword. Cf. Abn. ases; Pass.
ha-as. Eliot has horsesug, pl., but the form nahnaiyeumooadt ' creature

that carries' occurs in Natick. Cf. D. nanayunges(Heckewelder Correspondence, 402).
IKEKUZOOhe works (diki'klz~2)
works; nuttandkous I work. Here
Pequot. Akki = aloka-anaka.
IKUNZOO
work (noun d'ik~nzz2').
INCHUNIndian (i'nchz~n), seen in

q. v.

= Abn. aloka; N. anakausu he
again we have the elided 1-n in

See IKEKUZOO.
Inchineen, i. e. Indian man + een,

Eliot has Indian which was no doubt pronouncedinchun.

JEEBIspirit (ji'bd'i) = Stiles chepy; N. chizpeog ghosts; Nanticoke
tsee-e-t a dead man; Abn. chibai; D. tschizey. All these words come
from a stem tsif'-chikpto separate, i. e. a spirit is something separated
from the body. The form debe (dibi) also occurs in Pequot with an approach to palatalization. See DEBE.
hell (fibdeakd'nj'g). This probably contains the eleJEEBICORNUG
ments jeebi and ohke land, i. e. spirit land. See DEBECORNUG,
and cf.
Am. Anth., v, 203.
JEETSbird (fits) = Abn. s!2s, with palatalized sibilant and change
of p to t. The N. waspufpjinshaas, from a different stem.
house (jikwien).
This is a most difficult word. In N.
JOCQUEEN
means
'an
chokquog
Englishman,' i. e. 'a knife-man,' with reference to
the sword; cf. Oj. kitchimz2kumain'big knife'--= 'English.'
On the
other hand, Oj. jaganash 'Englishman' seems to be cognate with N. chok-

quog 'Englishman.' I am tempted to see in Pequotjocqueenthe word for
Englishman, i. e. jog = the element for ' knife' = ' Englishman' + in

' man.' If the word really meant ' house' in Pequot according to Mrs
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Fielding, it meant 'English house' as distinct from a wigwam. The
regular N. word for house was komuk= Eng. house, but witu was the
Indian dwelling; cf. nekick my house RW. ; Abn. wzig~em; Pass. wigwdm ; Oj. wigiwam, all of which words contain the stem wig-wik dwell.
e. joIs it possible that jocqueen has this stem in the inverted kwi
--i.
kwin 9 The whole question is doubtfuland difficult.
JONNOWnear? (jefnd'i) is a doubtfulword without cognate.
JOSHESO much (jashk), as in joshe goone so much snow.

Perhaps

this is connected with Abn. kasi so much?
NE JOYQUATUMI am in a hurry (ne-j'd"kwatzm).

This must be cog-

nate with D. schawi immediately; schauwessin he makes haste. I can
find no other cognate.
be quick (jiikwi'sh) is evidently the imv. of the above.
JOYQUISH
JUNI crazy (jind'i) seen in juni shquaaw a crazy woman. No cog-

nate.
JUNIUMa crazy man (jgnd'iafm). See JUNI.
JUWHYYUSHanything warm, really 'warm yourself' (Iiwd'idsh)

is

perhapscognate with Abn. awazi warmyourself.
KEE dirt (ki) = Abn. ki, aki; N. ohke.
KEEDERSUhe reads (ki'dzisiz) = N. ogketam he counts the letters,
i. e. reads; Abn. agida count, read.
KEEGground (kig), locative of kee, q. v. Cf. Abn. kik in the earth.
KEENUNCH carry (ki'nznch) = N. kenunnum he bears it.
This also means ' I must.'
I desire, want it (n'-kidwig).
NE KEOWHIG
This must be the Pequot form of N. quenauat it is lacking, with elision
of the I as usual.
KERCHUSH hay (k~chzi'sh). This is the real word for 'hay,' cogn.
with N. moskeht; C. askusque; Abn. mskikw grass. In kzch'z~shwe have
a metathesis k-ch = s-k in the other Algonquian words. See CHUGGUNCE.
KERMUMPSH NE you look at that (k~mzmsh ni) = N. womompsh look
down; moneau he looks at him. All these stems are cognate with nam
see. See NAWAH.
KIYO WETUN cold wind (kd'iydz~ witlz'n) = Abn. tka; Pass. tke;
RW. tahki, tatakki. See WETUN. Kiyo also occurs in kiyo zoogeryon
and TEKfYO.
cold rain = Abn. tka zoglon. See ZOOGERYON
NERMU.
See
I
see.
NE-K6NUM.
See CIDI. Probably cogn. with
cider (kz'nkithn).
KOUNKETOUN
goongertoon, q. v.
GER-KUB your hat (g.ki'b) must be Eng. loanword from 'cap.'
KUNCHERCHEE only a little (ka'nchichi'), also chuz'nchechi'= N. ogguhse; C. ogkusse a little.
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KUNDEESleg (kzndi's).
Probably diminutive for N. muhkont; RW.
wuhkont his leg; Abn. ukod his leg.
KUNNUNGhead (k?'nz~ng). This means also 'face, appearance.'
No cognate.
LADEESlady (lIdis).
English loanwood.
MA sign of the past tense, as in ne-ma-mud I did not (ma).
It also
precedes the verb, as in ma-ne-tish I went. This ma may be an abbrev.
of a form like N. mahche it has passed away, which appears in the form
mesh; cf. tashin mesh commaug how much have you given? D. matschi

already.
MANODAHa basket (manz2'da); n'manodah = my basket.

This is

really 'a bag'; N. manud; Stiles munnotgh,probably pl.; Abn. manoda.
See BAGENOOD.
MEECHeat it, imv. (mitsy) = N. meetsu he eats it; RW. metesimmin;
D. mitzin in
mitzi have you eaten enough ? Abn. n'mitzi.
kdap•
MEEJOhe eats it (mi'jb), seen in n'meejo I eat it. See above MEECH.
Also germeechyowon = you eat it; n'meejunne I eat it.
GER-MEESH
in ma ne germeesh I did give you (g'mil).
Cf. also mus
ne germeesh I will give you. In germeesh, we have the ger of the 2d

pers. (q. v. ), which always has the precedence in Algonquian,+ the root
mee give = Abn.

/ mil seen in n'milgon he gives me. Cf. N. magis give

thou; RW. mauks. In Pequot the form meezumne ' give me that' (ne
= that) also occurs (mt'zz~mni) = Abn. miii give me.
he is lazy (migishkz2dz2'). The root is probably geesh
MEGEESHKUDDU

seen in D. gicht-amenhe is lazy; cf. Oj. naegatchslowly (?).

MEGERCHID
dung (mi'gichid), undoubtedly cognate with Abn. magwi

dung.
MEGWONfeather, quill (mi'gwo'n) = N. megun, Abn. miguen, D.
migun.
MEKEGOOhe is strong (mti'ktigU)= Abn. mlikigo he is strong, with

loss of I in Pequot. Cf. N. menuhki; RW. minikeonstrong.

MERDUPSHsit down (mil'difish) imv. = RW. mdattapshyoteg sit by
the fire; N. nuttappin I sit.
MERKEAHWEES
little boy (mb'kid'wis).
The common word is
v.
The first element in merkeahwees seems to be idenmuckachucks, q.

tical with that seen in muckachucks.
NE MERKUNUM
I pick, gather (net-md'kzanrm)= N. mukkinum he
Seen
in
gathers.
Abn. magamdldimuk the place where they gather.
METOOGtree, stick (mi't2'g) = D. mehitt'gus a twig; Stiles a' tucks;
N. mehtug.
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whiskey. Brothertown word. Corr. of Oj. ishMINSHKUDAWA^Pf
kotewabo firewater.
MISHIANlittle rain (mishaidn).
ND. 212 gives mishinnon great

heavy rain. Perhaps mishian means a shower, i. e. a heavy but short
rain; hence Mrs F.'s definitionas ' little rain.'
MOHEEKSMohegan, pl. moheekseenug (mkhiks-in;g).
This word
also appears in the pl. form Muheeganiug (see Am. Anth., v, 193). The

word may be derived from makhaakgreat and hican tide-water (D.). It
was first used to denote the Hudson River Mohicansand later applied to
itself by the mongrel colony at Mohegan.
MOISH hen (m?ish) = N. monish.

Here again we note the Pequot

elision of the n.
chickens (mt'ishaks) dim. of moish, q. v.
MOISHOCKS
I am sick (nima'chind').
NE MOOCHINA

This is cogn.

with N.

machinau he is sick; Abn. machina he dies, but note that in Pequot
and
michzinz means he perishes, Am. Anth., v, 206. See MUTTIANOMOH
MUCHUNU.
MOOSKUT
anus (muz'ski~t),distantly cognate with Abn. wbeskuan his

back; cf. N. muppuskback.
Mow he cries, weeps (mauz, sometimes mrdwi) = N. mau; C. mou;
RW. mauo.
I am coming to meeting (ne-md'wi-siusma). Ne-mowe
SUSMO
NE MOWE
to go; also z2m,ND. 267. See SUSMOH.
I go must be cognate with N. uz2mz
bad witches (mt'gz2'wtzg), perhaps = RW. mann/tu, i.
MOYGOOWOG
e. maune or manne = moy in Pequot. Cf. D. mallikuwagan conjuration.
M'TARWEmuch very (m'tdwi).
MUCHUNUhe dies (mzichz~nz~)= Abn. machina. See Am. Anth., v,
20o6and s. v. MOOCHINA.
= N. mukkatchouks; RW. muckboy (muz'kdchZ?ks)
MUCKACHUCKS
MERKEAHWEES.
See
muckachux.
Stiles
quachucks;
MUD not, no (mz~d) = N. matta, mat; RW. mattuks; D. makhta

also shortenedto ta in D. This is a cognatewith Abn. onda; Pen. anda.
Pequot mud is always prefixedto the verb. See MUDDER.
NE MUDmy brother

brother.

(nrmzu'd)

MUDDERno (mil'd~).

= N. wematoh his brother; neemat my

This is exactly equivalent to N. matta.
Seen in muddorpohwor he speaks

MUDDORPOHhe curses(mzdd'pd).

evil. With -wo, -wa, cf. Abn. -ona'wa; Pass. aduwe speak. Mud in
these compounds = mutshe bad, Am. Anth., v, 205. N. mattanumau he
curses him; Abn. majalmukwzo, machdonkat he curses.
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MUDJOG GOONEthe

snow is gone (muzja'ggz2n). Mfja'g = verb ' to
RW.
Abn.
mauche,
go' ;
mOji.
MUD-SHQUONUdull (mfzd-shkwYbrn), lit. ' not sharp.' See SHQUONU.
MUGGAYAHSHA
breathing hard (mug4ya'shd), a combination of muggayoh big, q. v. + N. nashauonkbreath, from nahnasha he breathes;
Abn. nasa he breathes, nasawan breathing.
MUGGAYOHbig (mzgac'y) = N. mogki ' great' used in comparison.
This N. mogki appears in the well-known word mugwump = N. mogewomp a great man, a captain. Cf. D. machweu large; Abn. mahsihkmuk

one makes large.
MUKUSshoe (mil'kzus,pl. -unsh) = mokus, pl. -enash; Stiles muckasons; Abn. m'kezenal; Pass. m'kussenul.
MUNDETARMonday (monddta). Eng. loanword.
MUNDONOG heaven (muzndbna'g), from Mundo God, q. v., a very
difficultcompound. See Am. Anth., v, 203.
MUNDU God (mz'wi~'ndO)= Stiles mundtu ; N. manit; D. manitto;

RW. manittowock,pl.; Abn. madahodo,from the same stem ' devil.'
MUNEESHmoney (mzni'sh).

Eng. loanword.

Cf. Abn. moni.

Mus sign of the future (mfzs). In N. mos means ' must.' Eliot has
mos and pish, both for ' shall' or 'will,' but he distinguishes between
them, saying that mos is obligatory and fish the pure future. RW. has
moce in mocenaneepeeam I shall come, and mesh. In Pequot mus is prefixed to the verb form, as mus ne beyoh I am coming (mzis ni-bAyo).
MUSKERZEETSbeans (mdzkizi'ts) = Stiles mushqissedes; but N. tup-

puhkwamash; Abn. tebakwalfrom quite a differentstem.

MUTAHGA he dances, pl. mutahgahk (mzata'ga) = RW. ahque mat-

wdakeshdo not dance; mattwakkaonkthey are dancing, perhapsthe war
dance? Cf. RW. matwan enemy. I do not believe there is any connection here between " enemy " and " dance."
NE MUTCHETUMI spoil it (n?-mzi'tchitz~m), from mutchi bad; Abn,
See MUTCHI, MUTSHER.
MUTCHI bad (mrchi) = Abn. maji, N. matche.
MUTSHER it is spoiled, bad, said of eggs (mzichk). See MUTCHr.
MUTTIANOMOH sick (midt'idntm5) = mud + taid'nz he is not in
health. See NOOGER.
MUTTOUMBE
pack-basket (mutz'mb) = Abn. and Pen. madobe. This
maji.

is the original of the Canada-Englishexpression ' thump-line,' referring
to the rope passing over the forehead of the carrier, by means of which
these baskets are borne.
MUTTUDIAZOO he is ugly, hideous (mzitdiad'zuz). The first element
AM. ANTH.,

N. S., 6-3.
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The word is compounded of mut + z~dia+ zu.

The middle element udia is cognate with N. uttae wofully, the same stem
seen in Abn. n-udaldam I am sorry. The ending -zu is the regular
reflexive, seen in Abn. akwamalsohe is sick.
MUTTYWOWOG
good many (mztiwd'wdg), from same stem as N. mutM'TARWE.
tae many. Cf.
N•GUM he, she, it (nd'gz-m) = Pass. negu~m; N. ndgum (Eliot and
See Am. Anth., v, 206.
C.) ; D. neka, nekama; Abn. ag'ma.
NE NAWAHI saw him (ne-nd'wd), same stem as Abn. namio he sees
him; N. naum; Pass. nim'iu he sees him. See NERMU. Nawah really

means ' know.'
NE I (ni, or before verb-stems ni).
This is a common Algonquian
N.
Pass.
nil; D. nin; Oj. nin, etc.
neen; Abn. nia;
heritage. Cf.

See GE.
NE demonstr. pronoun ' that' (ni) = N. ne; Abn. and Pass. ni.
See NISH.
NEBEECHwoods (nibi'ch) occurs with loc. ending -ug. I believe
Mrs F. is wrong in this word's meaning. Nebeech can only mean ' lake'
and not ' forest.' Cf. Abn. nebes lake and especially N. niz'isse lake.
NEDI there (ni'dd'i) = Abn. ni-dali with elision of 1. See Am.
Anth., v, 204. The N. word for 'there' was na-ut in that place, with
loc. ending ut = ik, fnk in the other Algonquian dialects.
NEEStwo (nis) = N. neese; Abn. nis; Stiles naeze, neese.
A hybrid from nees, q. v. and Eng.
NEESWEEK
fortnight (niswik).

'week.'
NEGUNNE gone first, really before (ni'g ni')= N. negonuhkau he
goes before; Abn. nikonta; Pass. nikani before, in front. Abn. negoni
also means 'old,' ' aforetime.' In Pequot I find the form negun-neesh

go before, used as the imv. of a verb.
NEITSISSIMoiY tobacco (nitsi'simUz).

Brothertown word.

Corr. of

Oj. assema.
NEKANIS my brother (nWkd'nis), a Brothertown word, taken from Oj.
nikanisi my brother.
NENEQUDDER never, ever (ninikwu'dii) is cognate with Abn. nikwobz

now.
This stands for ni = Ist pers. +
NENERTAH that is mine (ni'nd'ta').
na that + the demonstrative element -Ia. Cf. ni guta that is thine, and
see WOTOHEESH. N. nuttaihe = it is mine.
NEPOWfive (n~pdi')= Stiles nuppau; N. and RW. nalanna.
NEQUTone (nekwi't) = N. nequt; RW. nquit; Stiles nuquut; Moh.
ngwittah (Edwards); Pass. neqt; D. ngutti.
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NE NERMUI see
This really means ' I see him.' Cf.
(ne-nd'mui).
and
I
Abn.
n'namid
see
Pass. n'nim'io; N. ndum; RW.
him;
nawah
kunnunnous I saw you. The form nawah, q. v., is probably a by-form

of this stem. The m seems to be inherent in Algonquian dialects of the
eastern coast. Cf. also D. nemen. The form nkanufm ' I see' looks
suspiciouslylike the demonstrativene + kenaum, 2d pers.?
NERPO he dies (nziad') = Abn. nebowi, n'bowdgan death.

Cf. N.
death
and
he
dies.
nuA.uwonk
nuppu
NERTERNEES
my daughter (nitnis) = N. wut-taun-ok his daughter;
Oj. nin-daniss; Abn. nd-osa 'my daughter' is clearly a distant cognate

from the same stem.
NE NETUNI desire, want (ne-nitz'n) = N. kodtantum he desires.
NEZUSH seven (ni'zz'sh).
Stiles has nezzaugnsk; N. nesausuk tak-

she; D. nischasch. It looks as if nezushwere a Mohican form, owing to
the D. nischasch which it resembles more closely than the N. E. forms.

The Narr. had anotherstem to denote this numeral, i. e. enada seven.
NICHIEmy brother (nichi').

brother.

Brothertown word = Abn. nYjia my

NISH inan. pl. ' those' (n2sh), pl. of ne that, q. v.

The N. has ne,

pl. inan. nish.
NOBin the following compounds= the word given by Stiles as naubut
and has the meaning of multiplying and also of adding: NOBNEBIOG
twenty (nabnibd'iog) ; Stiles fiugg naubut iugg ten + ten; see BIOG.
nineteen ; see BOZUKUKWONG. NOBNECHEWEE
thirNOBNEBOZUKUKWONG
see
CHEWEE.
NOBNECHEWEEOSK
see
CHEWEE-OSK.
NOBteen;
eighteen;
NECUDDUSKsixteen ; see CUDDUSK. NOBNENEEStwelve; see NEES. NOBNENEPOWfifteen; see NEPOW. NOBNENEQUTeleven; see NEQUT. NOBNENEZUSH seventeen; see NEZUSH.
NOBNEYOW fourteen; see Yow.
NOBNENEBOZUKUKWONG
the double ne; I do not undernote
twenty-nine;
stand these forms; see BOZUKUKWONG. NOBNENECHEWEE
twenty-three;
see CHEWEE. NOBNENECHEWEEOSK
twenty-eight ; see CHEWEE-OSK.NOBNENECUDDUSKtwenty-six; see CUDDUSK. NOBNENENEES
twenty-two; see
NEES.

NOBNENENEPOWtwenty-five; see NEPOW. NOBNENENEQUTtwentyNOBNENENEZUSH twenty-seven; see NEZUSH. NOB-

one; see NEQUT.

NENEYOWtwenty-four; see

Yow.

NER NOHWAI know (n?-nd'wd) = N. waheau he knows, nuwateo I
know. See ND. 285. Cf. Abn. n' wawawinOwt I know him. See
NAWAH.
NOODASHA not enough (nz2'dashd) is perhaps equivalent to N. noadt
afar off = Abn. ndwat ?
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NOOGERTIANERhow are you ? (nz2'gtdid'nzi) = N. nuhqeu so far as,

so much. I believe noogercontains the same element as that seen in
Abn. paakui-nogw-zian how are you?

NORNER
my grandmother(nd'nz'). Is this cognate with D. ohum
?
grandmother The N. has ukummeswhich is well known in Oj. nokomis
my grandmother. See OOGERNOS.
NORNUNGmy mother (nd'nz'ng).
I can find no cognate. Abn. has
RW.
Pass.
nokas; D. okasu his mother. The Oj.
nigawes;
nigwus;

ninga 'my mother' is nearest to nornung.
N'SHUHhe kills (n'shuz).

Cf. N. nushau; RW. niss; Abn. w'nihld

he kills, murders him. The Abn. form is only distantly cognate, if
at all.
NUK yes (nZk) also nzks. Stiles gives nux which Exp. Mayhew
states was really pronounced nukkies in two syllables. RW. also has nz~k.
See NYE.
NUNCHEDUSH go after, imv. (ndz'nchidzish). I find in N. natinneham
he seeks after. Is this cognate ?
NUNEBISHKOOTbad (nu2mbd'ishkdt),an error for noombishkoot. This
= eska-wai.
is cognate with Abn. eskawai; i. e.
dishkk•
Abn.
nebi; Stiles manzip no have
water (nipi) = N. nzppe;
NUPP.
?
water
no

you

NUTTEAH

dog (na"tiz-') pl. nutteahsug (nd'tiz~'sg).

This is pure

Pequot; see De Forest p. 491, where the doubtful form nditau 'dog' is
given as coming from the Hudson River Mohican. In N., however, we
find anum; RW. ayum; D. allum ; Abn. alemos; Pass. ul'mz2s, all cognates together.
See NUK.
NYE yes (ndi).
OBBUD he is, he being (ac'bz~d)= Abn. abit where he sits.
Cf. N.

appit where he sits, from appu.
G-OOGERNOS
thy grandfather (g9'j2nts).

with hard g is also given by Mrs F.

The pronunciation gO'ginbs

This form makes me suspect a re-

lationship with the Oj. kokummes thy grandmother = D. muchomes;
Abn. mahom. See NORNER.
I do not believe that this word means 'hair,'
OOPSGShair (zpsks).
but ' back'; cf. N. uppusk' his back,' from muppusk, ND. 70. In N.
'hair' is meesunk; RW. wesheck his hair. The Abn. wdupkuan-al, pl.
'hairs' from mdup head; N. muppuhkuk. This is a different stem.
OOSH his father (z#sh) = N. ushoh his father, literally ' the one from
whom he comes' ; see WOCHI. Cf. D. ooch and see Am. Anth., v, 209.
ORNEEKS given by Mrs F. as ' mouse,' but probably the equivalent
for any rodent; cf. N. wonogq a hole, burrow; Abn. wOlakw a hole.
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The word is pronouncedd'niks. The last part of the word -iks may be
cognate with Abn. wdbikwsos mouse. See SQUONNEEKS.
ORSEEDriver (d'si'd).
I can find no cognate here.
ORWON who, someone (d'wcn) = N. howan; Abn. awani; Pass.
wen; Pen. aweni; D. auwenen; Oj. awenen.
PAPOOSE child, baby (fd'pa2s) = RW. fapoos; Stiles
ulfppous; N.

papeases. The word is evidently a reduplicationof pea 'little,' seen in
Abn. piusessit he is little.
PEORMUGfish, pl. (p i'm-d'g). This must mean ' a little fish,' i. e.
pi + dmdg. Cf. N. mogke-amaugq-ut ' great fishes,' where amaugq =
fish.

See the next.
PEORMUGCHAW
to fish (pi'dmd'g chd).

The N. form for ' fishermen'

is negomdacheg; RW. aumdchick. For amag, cf. Abn. nd-aman I fish;
RW. aumaui he fishes.
PISKUTpenis (pl'shk~t)..
No cognate.
GER-POONCH you shut (g'p2'nsh).
The stem is pzn = N.
aonum;
imv. ponsh put thou. Abn. nbonumun I put it. In Pequot also the
imv.
pitnz~nch ' put it' occurs. Peq. n'pznz~m= I laid down something.
POSHERlight rain, drizzle (pasha). No cognate.
POYANTUM he starves (po'ybYndzm), probably a distant cognate with N.
paskanontam he is starving ? See YUNDUM.
PUDDEENCHarms, inan. pl. (pi4di'nsh) = RW. wuippitt/nash his arms;
N. muhpit arm; Abn. upedin his arm.
NE PUDDUM I hear (nipizdzim) also wopuddumun he hears, Am. Anth.
v, 206. This is identical with Abn. podawazina let us take counsel. Cf.
D. pendamen he hears. The N. for ' hear' is nutam = Abn. nodam

from another stem.
clams (kwahd'g) = RW. poquauhock; Stiles pouhquahhaug,
QUAHAUG
piquaughhaug, clams. This is the round clam = Venus Mercenar'a.
Note that Mrs F.'s form has lost the p-prefix.
QUINNEBAUG
long pond (kwl'nibd'g) = Abn. kwendbagak from kweno

long + baga water, pond, only in composition. In N. the ending pogpaug has the meaning ' water,' ' lake ' in composition.
QUDDUM he swallows (kzi'dzim). In N. we find qusseashk he swallows; Abn. kwazildmuk one swallows. See QUDDUNG.
QUDDUNG throat (kz'dzng) = N. mukqutunk throat; RW. quttuck.
QUGGEY he tries (kz'gi) = N. qutchehtam he tries; Abn. n'gwagwaji

I will try.

NE QUNNAI catch (ne-kz~'n) = N. tohqunau mosquoh he catches a

bear; D. achquoananhe catches with a net.
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QUOGQUISH
run, imv. (kwd'gkwzsh) = Stiles koquish; RW. quogquish,
he
runs.
quogqueu
QUOJUGout of doors (kwda'?g) = N. po-quadche outside; RW. puckquatchick; Abn. kwajemiwi; Minsee quotschemink.
he will bite you (gzkwbmzish).
In Oj. I find nin
GER-QUOMMUSH
=
I
a
?
bite.
Is
this
?
takwange
cognate
quom
Kwange
it frightensme (kwdnwihdig) must be cogn. with N.
QUONWEHIGE

queihtamhe fears. The Pequot formshouldhave n-prefix; thus, ne-quonwehige, to denote the Ist pers.
QUOTSTUMPSHtaste, imv. (kwktsta'msh) = N. quetchtam he tastes.

The -p- in Mrs F.'s form is unnecessary. Cf. also in Pequot ne qutshtumun (ne-kuch/tamzin) I taste some, with the definite ending -un.
wash yourself, inv. (kzchMitsh) = N. kutchissitau he
QUTSHETUSH
washes himself; kutchissumwush wash thyself; D. kschieche; Abn.
kazebaaldmuk one washes.
This in N. was yeuhquog. Kuts in N. = a
QUTSUGlice (kz'tszg).

cormorant!
it melts (saba'sha)= N. sabohteau it melts, fromsabae it is soft.
SABASHAH
SEBOODanus (sbfib'd). I find this also in the River Mohican word

'epfatipreserved by James Harris of Kent, Conn. It has as its cognate
D. saputti.
SEEBOISa little brook (si'boi's) = N. sepuese a little river, with dim.
ending -eese, is.
SEEBOOGbrook (si'bag). This is really a pl. = rivers. Cf. N.
sepuash, inan. pla; Abn. sibo-al.
SEDUSH feet, inan. pl. (si'dz~sh and si'dansh) = N. musseet; Stiles
cuszeet thy foot; Abn. mezid.
No cognate, unless it is connected
SEGUISH come in! (s'igw'sh).
with shquond door, entrance, which is probable. See SHKWUND.
NE SEWORTUMI am sorry (ni siwd"t/m) = Abn. n'siwa'tum.
The last element is the demonstr. ni, but I
SHENEE that (sheni').

cannot find sh- anywhere.
SHKOOKsnake (shkzik) = N. askuk; RW. askug; Stiles skoogs.
Speck found shkook in the mouth of a Poospatuck Indian near Bellport,
L. I. Cf. Abn. skog; D. achgook.
SHKUNSHbones (shkznch), inan. pl. of shkun = N. muskon, pl.
muskonash ; D. wochkgan; Abn. uskan.
SHKWUND door (shkwzind) = N. squont, squontam; RW. squontdumuck at the door; D. esquande. Anthony says this means ' the threshold'; rather than 'the door.' This harmonizes with seguish, q. v.
The Peq. loc. is shkwz~ndd'g.
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A Brothertown word =
white man (shmo'kimzin).
SHMOKERMAN
big knife.
Oj.
kitchimz•kemdn
SHPUCKmeat (shpik). A Brothertownword, with no cognate. All
other Algonquian idioms have wias in some form. See WEOUS.
woman ; pl. shquaauwsuk (shkwd) = N. squaas; C. eshqua ;
SHQUAAW
RW. squaws. The forms are undoubtedly connected with the D. ochqueu;
Oj. ikwe and Pass. Micmac efit. The meaning of the stem was the
prepuce. I see in Mohican pghainoom the same stem inverted, which

appears also in Abn. pehanum; N. penompvirgin. There is of course
no connection between Abn. pehanum and Fr. femme, as Trumbull
thought.
SHQUAWSEESa little girl (shkwdsis) = Narr. squahsees; D. okhquet-

schitsch.

Abn. skuahigen it is sharp. Cf. also
N. kena, keneh ; D. kihneu, kihnsu.
SKEEDUMBORK
people (shki'dzimbdk) = N. woskdtomp; RW. skeetomp; Pass. skitap. The ending -omp, -ap appears as -dpe in D. and as
oba in Abn. See Am. Anth., v, 203SKEESHU quick (shkishu) == Oj. kejidin.
SKEESUCKS
eyes (shki'zziks) = N. muskezuk, muskezuk my eye; RW.
wuskeesucks his eyes ; Stiles skeezucks ; Abn. msizukw eye, face.
SKUNxskunk (shkkznks) = Josselyn squnck; Abn. segdgw; Oj. shikaug, hence Chicago 'place of skunks.' The Pequot of Stiles was ausowush, from a different stem.
head (ski'shegzan). Brothertown word. The nearest
SKWISHEGUN
to this is Oj. oshtigwan his head. The connection is doubtful.
This is really 'your neck.' Cf.
neck (g'sza'jit2g).
GE SOOJEPOOG
N. mussittifpuk; RW. sitchipuck, wussitti•uk his neck, pl. = -anash.
SOOJPOHsnow falling (zza'tspoand sza'jp) = Stiles souch'pon; RW.
sochepuntch when it snows%;Abn. pson with metathesis. See GOONE.
NE SOOKEDUNGI urinate (nesz2'kidzing)= Abn. ngade-sugi I want to
urinate; N. nok sagkeet he who urinates. From the same stem as Abn.
sognem he pours out; N. sokinnum.
SOOKTASHsuccotash (s~'ktdsh) = RW. msickquatash corn (pl.)
boiled whole; msukquttahhaa things (inan.) beaten to pieces, from sukqutSHQUONUsharp (shkw'ndz) =

taham he beats.
SOOMEtoo much (sa'mi) = N. wussaume; C. wussomme; Abn.
uzomi; D. wsami.
NE SOSUNNE I am tired (ne-sd'siani); also gesd'sazini2d pers., and
Cf. RW. nissowanishkaumen;
sd'slini 3d pers., Am. Anth., v, 207.
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Abn. n'zao'to I am tired. The Pequot form is a reduplication of N.
sauunum he is tired.
SQUAYOHred (skwd'io); N. = musqui, msqui; RW. msqui; Abn.
mkui; D. machkeu. Stiles gives a curious form with p, i. e. mes'piou.
Squayoh has lost its m-.
Stiles shenneague and
SQUONNEEKSred squirrel (skwdni'ks);
m'ushanneege; RW. anequs. See ORNEEKS. In Abn. anikwses= a
striped squirrel. The old word was probably pronounced with r as is so

often the case, i. e. squorreeks. The firstsyllable is fromsquayohred, q. v.
SUGATUCK
negro (szi'gatzk). Probably pl., i. e. sukit he who is
black + uk. In RW. sucki is black = Abn. mkazawit a black man. See
SUGGAYOH.
SUGGAYOH
adj. black (szigda'yd). See SUGATUCK.
SUN stone (sze'in) = N. hassun; D. achsin; Abn. sen; Pass. s'n.
SUNJUM sachem (sza'njazm)= Narr. saunchim; Stiles sunjum; N.
sachim, from which the Eng. sachem. Cf. Abn. s'gm 0; D. sakima.
SUNKATIDDEYORK
stingy ones (sz'nkatidiyd'k)
pl. = RW. sunnukehteau he crushes, sunnuchig a crushing instrument. Cf. Abn.
nesekekenemenI press it. The same idiom prevails in colloquial English
when one speaks of a ' close ' man.
SUSMOHmeeting (sza'smj). No cognate.
TAH heart (ta) = N. metah, nuttah my heart; D. (Heckewelder)
wdee his heart; Moh. (Edwa'rds) utoh his heart.
TAHBUT NE thanks (td'bzt ni); Lit. thanks for that = ni. Cf. N.
tabuttantam he is thankful; C. kuttabotomish I thank you, from tapi

enough, sufficient+ antam, denoting a mental condition. It literally
means ' to be satisfied.' The same idiom prevails in Arabicand Turkish
ana memn24n(Ar.), memnanim (Tk.) I am content, i. e. thank you.
Same stem as in Abn. kizi-t-o he does; N.
GER-TEE you do (geti).
wuttussen he does so.
This name is said to
TEECOMMEWAAS a family name (t'kfi'mwas).

mean ' striker' and probablycorrectly. Cf. N. togkuhe strikes,and see
s. v. DUKWANG. I cannot explain the ending -waas.
TEKIYO cold (t'kd'iyo) = Abn. tka; Pass. tke; RW. taquonck

autumn. Note RW. tupu frost with p for k. See Kiyo.
TETErap-rap,used in a story to indicate the soundof knocking(ti-ti).
TIANER. See NOOGER (Mi'nzi).
NE-TIATUM I think (ne-taid'tzim) probablyfor taiantum. Cf. the N.

-antum, denoting a state of mind, as in N. nuttenantamun I think it; in
Abn. ndelaldam. See YERTUM.
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TIONDEESliar ( td'iendi's), probably connected with taiantum 9
I went (niti'sha) ; the last part is evidently au = go, ND.
NER-TISHOR
=
N. ussishau he hastens.
267-8, perhaps
TORDUSpotatoes (td'dzis). Cf. Abn. padates. Eng. loanwords.
ToWUG ears (td'1wfg) = N. mehtauog; Stiles kuttuwaneage your
ears, from wahteau he perceives. Cf. Abn. watawagwit; D. whittawack.
TUDDUMhe drinks (t'dzim) = N. wuttdttam he drinks; wuttattash

drink thou, imv.
TUGERNEEG
bread (t'gzinig) = RW. petukqueneg.
TUGGUNG
axe (tzf'grjng) = N. togkunk, lit. 'a striker' from same
stem as teecommewaas, q. v. ; also see DUCKWONG.
TULEPASturtle (tz2'Wipas)= Abn. tolba; Old Abn. turebe. This
stem is not in Natick.
NE TUMERSUM
I cut (ne-ti'misVzm) = N. tummussum he cuts it off.

Same stem as tamahiganan axe (Abn.).
a pipe (tmzi'ng) = Stiles wuttummune : Abn. wdamon
TUMMOUNG

tobacco.
UMBUSKmedicine (Uzmbzi'sk). Cogn. with N. moskeht; RW. maskit ?

Or does umbuskcontain the root for water (nupppe,q. v.), as in Abn.
nbizonal medicines.
UMKI. See GERTUMKISH.
UMSQUEblood (umskwe) = RW. mishque; N. musquehonk. This
word contains the stem ' red.' Cf. D. mehokquish bloody.
UN is the definite ending in verbs, as in Pequot nepuddumun I hear
it, but nepuddum simply ' I hear.' Cf. Abn. n'wajonem I have, but
n' wajonemen I have it.
UNDI then (z~ndd'l). See Am. Anth., v, 207.
UNGERTUG dark, cloudy (zi'ngzitg) = RW. mattaquat; N. matokqs

cloud.
UNGOOZEpray, not in N. (Uzng z). Note 2d pers. g'ongi2'z, Am.
Cf. Abn. winawofz-wzgamigw a house of prayer; D.
Anth., v, 206.
wundangunsin he prays for him.
UNKSHOHhe sells (iz'nksha) = Abn. onkohlbmuk one sells.
UNKUPE rum (zinkzpi') = Abn. akwbi; N. onkuppe strong drink.
WAHBAYOH windy
In
(wdbd'yo) = N. waban wind. See
WETU.N.

N. we find waa.u and waabeu the wind rises.
WAHSUs bear (wd'sas) = Abn. awasos;

Pen. awesos;

N. mosq.

Stiles gives a word from an entirely differentstem; viz., ahawgwut.

WEBUT his tooth (wi'bzt) ; RW. weepit; N. weepit his tooth; Stiles
meebut, the original form = Abn. wibidal teeth; D. wipit.
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WEECHUhe laughs (wi'chi2).
WEEGWASUN
good-morning

[N. S., 6, 1904

No cognate.
(wigwd'sun).

This is the common
It
means
salutation.
'may you live happily'
Mohegan-Pequot
probably
from the root wig. I do not understandweegwasun as it is given by
Mrs F. Not in Natick.
WEEKCHU he is handsome (wik'chz2). Same stem as wiktzim. See
NE WEEKTUMUN.
WEEKSUBAHGUDit is sweet (wikszabd'gzad). Cf. WEEKCHU. See N.
wekon sweet.
NE WEEKTUMUN
I love someone (ne-wi'ktzamrzn). From the same

stem as Abn. n'wigiba I would like, really ' I love it.'
WEESHAWGUNSHthey are hairy (wi'shdgainsh).

This seems to be an

inan. pl. It shouldbe wishagunuk. Note MrsFielding's monstrouscombination weeshawgunsh w0nnf~xdg hairy whiteman. Cf. N. uweshaganu.
NE WEESHKERNUMI make a bed (ne-wi'shkkanzim). This is partly

connected with N. kukenaumehe puts in order, i. e. kunu= the last part

of weeshkernum. The weesh may be for wuleesh good, well. In Abn.
walitebahlomuk one arranges.
WEEWACHERMUNCH
COrn(wiwa'chktmfnch) = N. weatchimin ; Stiles

wewautchimins. The -sh in this word is the inan. pl.
No cognate.
WEGATUH it is done (wi'g1d).
WEGOO it is clear (wigz) = Abn. uligo.

good (wigian) = Abn. uligun; RW. rwunnigan; D. wuli;
Pass. uli, etc. Wegun dupkwoh ' good-night' is an undoubted Anglicism.
WEGUN TAH good day (wigan ta').
Tah is probably an Eng. loanWEGUN

word from ' day.'
WEJEESH his hand (wiji'sh) = RW. wunnuntch his hand; Abn.
meji hand.
WEMOO

light, not dark (wi'mrz).

Has this anything to do with

wemooni ?
= N. wonnomwan he speaks the
Del.
Abn.
wulamoc he speaks truly. Mrs.
wawidwogan truth;
truth;
WEMOONI it is true (wimrndi)

F.'s form should be wenoomi.
WENAI old woman (winai) = Stiles wenyghe; Abn. winasosis.
WEOUS meat (wi'zs) = N. weyaus; Abn. wizs; D. ojos.
WEOUSIBOIGESOup (wi'Asibb3~). Cf. N. sobaheg porridge, from

saupa soft. See BOIGE.
this bed is hard (ni wi'szk chd'san). Does the
CHAWSUN
NE WESUCK
D. gechgauwiwink contain the root of wesuck ?
I hurt myself (ne-wisbgwbn) = N. woskheau he hurts
NE WESUKWON
him; nuwoskhit I am hurt; D. wissachgissi it hurts me.
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WETUNwind (wi'tin) = Stiles wuttun; Oj. notine; Old Algonquian
lootin (Lahontan).
WEYON
tongue (wi'yzin) = N. menan; wenanhis tongue; D. (HeckeAbn. wilalo his tongue.
wilanu;
welder)
= Abn. ulkgua; N. wunnonkw.
WEYONGOO
yesterday (wtyu~ngzf')
D. ulaque.
WEYOUN
moon (wlyan) = Stiles weyhan, a pure Pequot word.
WEYOUTfire (w1iyz't) = Stiles yewt; RW.yoteg, loc. ; Pass.skwut,
Abn. skweda, Oj. ishkote. The N. wood is nut from the same stem.
WEZERWONG
his name (wi'zewong) = Abn. wizowongan; kdeliwizi
are
N.
and RW. wesuonk. See Am. Anth., v, 209.
named;
you
WHEEwheat (hwi). Eng. loanword.
NE WHEEZIG
I am afraid (nt-wi'zig) = RW. wesassuhe is afraid.
WICHENAH
when rel. (wichi'nd). Same stem as Abn. chzga; D.
tschingewhen?
WiGWt'MWUN come in the house. A Brothertown word. A deriv.
from wigwom house.
WISHBIUMget out, avaunt! (wishbdi'z~m)= partlyfrom RW. sawhush; C. sohhash; Abn. saosa go out.
WOCHI
from (wachd'i) = Abn. uji; RW. wuche; N. wutche; Moh.
ocheh.
he has (wayfa'nuzm)=Abn. wajonem. Cf. RW. numWODGIANUM
macheI have.
WOGGEY
for SOthat (wigi) = Abn. waji; N. wutchealso yeu wajek
for this.
NE WOHTER
I know (nt-wa"tM)= N. waheau he knows; Abn. n'waRW.
nowantumI understand. D. nawa = he knows.
wawinbwd;
WOMBAYOH
white (wbmbd'iW)=Abn. wdmbi; Pass.wdbi; N. wompi,
Stiles wumbiow; Long Island wampayo; D. wape.
WOMBEYOH
he is coming (wbmbt'yo)= wu + biyo= N. peyau. See
BEYOR.
all (wdmi) = D. wame; RW. wametedgunall things; N.
WOMME
wame. See WONJUG.
WOMPSHAUK
geese (wd'mpsha'k)= Abn. wobteguathe white goose;
C. womfpohtuck.
all people (wY'njzg), pl. of womme,q. v. See Am. Anth.,
WONJUG
v, 207.
WONNUXwhite man (pl. -ug) = Stiles waunnuxukEnglishmen. This
word is a derivative from howan= Peq. orwon, q. v., 'someone.' Cf.
in Abenaki awanoch ' a CanadianFrenchman,' originally simply 'someone coming from yonder,' i. e. awani uji.
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WONSARTAR
Wednesday (w0'nhsatc'). Eng. loanword.
WOODQUNCH
wood for the fire (wz~'dkwznch) = N. wuttuhqun; RW.
wuttuckquanash put wood on the fire.
a fly (wP'giwdas and wy•'jaws) = N. uchaus; Abn.
WOOJERWAS
ujawas; D. utscheuwes.
WOOSGWEGE
book (wuz'shgwig) = N. wussukwhonk, from wussukhum

he writes.
he made (wU'sti).
This is simply the same as Abn. uji-to
WOOSTOH
he makes it out of something. See WOCHI.
WOOTmouth (wut) = N. muttoon; Stiles cuttoneage; Abn. mdon; D.
wdon his mouth.
No cognate.
WOOTHUPPEAG
pail, bucket (wz'tipi'g).
WORMUNCH
eggs, inan. pl. (wd'mzinsh) = N. woanash; C. wou.wanash ; Abn. wowanal; D. wahh.
No cognate.
WORWHODDERWORK
they shout (wd~'wdiwd'k).
WOTI'NEhelp; cf. niwoti'nimong he helps me = N. kuttannumous I

help you. In Pequot the forms newati'nemawt' I help him,' and watif'nnmozw'he helps him, occur; see Am. Anth., v, 204.
it is his (wMkthi'sh) = wo + t + o + sh, inan. pl. = N.
WOTOHEESH
wuttaihe as in nen-wuttaiheuh I am his.
WOTONEgo to a place (wotMni) = D. aan; N. au.
I
NER-WOTSHOR
-wb'tsha). This must mean ' I went from.'
went.(n
See WoCHI.
if I live in the morning (wbmbfnsyoi) = Abn.
WOUMBUNSEYON
if
+
wOban Peq. seyon I am.
WUNX fox (wfznks) = Stiles awaumps; N. wonkqussis; Abn.
wzokwses.
= N. wussukhon he writes; RW.
WusGwosu he writes (wi'skzisi')
wussuckhosu he is painted. See WOOSGWEGE.
'
WItSKUSfl' writing '; noun.
it is wet (w't~gdpa') = N. wuttogki it is wet; Stiles wutWUTUGAPA

fugw it is wet; Abn. udagkisgadwet weather. I think this w'tugapa
means 'it wouldbe '(-pa = Abn. -ba wouldbe; suffixof the conditional).
it is wet (w'tzgday).
WUTUGAYOW
WYCOJOMUNK
O dear me (wdikija'mnink). No cognate.
YEOWDIhere (yz2'dd'i) = Abn. yu dali; N. yeuut, with loc.-ut.
YERTUMhe thinks, a thought (yi' 'tzim). Cf. TIATUM. This word
is probably cognate with the stem seen in N. anantum; Abn. lalda-

men he thinks it, i. e. yuctumantum,aldam to be in a state of mind.
See p. 16 on 1-n-r.
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= N. nuhkik; RW. nokehick Indian

corn parched and beaten.
YONOKWASU
sewing (yd'nkwdsif') = N. usquontosu he is sewing.
rat
YOTs
(yots). Eng. loanword.
You this (y2) = Abn. yu; N. and RW. yeu. Cf. Pequot you
dupkwoh this night; you geesk today.
YOUMBEWE
early morning (yi2mbo'wi) = yu + mbi or inbi + wi. The
in
N.
root is seen
mautompan; RW. mautabon ' early morning' and the
-wi
appears in Abn., e. g. spozowiwi ' early in the morning.'
ending
YOUMBEWONG
again (yi2'mbiwong) = yu + inbi + wong = N. wonk ;
D. woak ' and' ' repetition.'
See Am. Anth., v, 208. Inbi or mbi may

mean ' time.'
Yow four (yd'i?) = Abn. iaw; N. yau; Stiles yauuh.
YUKCHAWWE
yonder (yi'kchdwi') = N. yo, ya yonder.

Perhaps the

first part of the word is cognate with D. ika yonder.
YUNDUMhe is hungry; geyondiim you are hungry. See PIANTUM.
YUNJANUNPSHopen, imv. (yui'njaIn~'msh). Is this cogn. with N.
woshwunnum sqount open the door'? This yunjum probably = Abn.
tondana open, imv., D. tenktschechen tonquihillen open. In Peq. yunjon

= he opens; subjunctiveyunjonumthat he open, not really a subjunctive.
milk (zi'shkbins), a difficult word.
ZEESHKUNUS

Stiles gives nuzaus

a baby, a sucker. This -zaus may be cogn. with zeesh here ? Perhaps
the word should be nuzeeshkunus with prefixed n ? There is no D. cogn.
for milk; they say mellik. In N. milk = sogkodtunk, from sogkodtungash teats.
ZEEWOMBAYOH
blue (zi'wbmbd'Fh). In N. see = unripe. Zeewombayoh may mean ' an unripe white ' ? I can find no parallel.
NE ZERMUKSUN
I lie down (niziama'ksian). Cogn. with N. summa'gunum he stretches out.
ZOB tomorrow (zdb) = N. saup ; RW. sauop; Abn. saba; Pass.
sepaunu.
ZOOGERYON
rain, it rains (z'g~yzin) = Abn. soglon, from sognem
he pours. Cf. N. sokanon; RW. sokenum it pours forth; D. sokelan

rain.
ZOTORTARSaturday (zd'tata).
Eng. loanword.
ZUNATARSunday (z'ndtad).
Eng. loanword.
ZUNGWATUM
anything cold (zuingwca'tfm), lit. 'it is cold.'
TEKIYO. Cf. N. sonqui it is cold; RW. saunkopaugot cold water.

See
The

same stem is seen in Abn. wesguindganamzena he has a cold with a
cough.
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